CIA agent and leaking information to North Vietnamese forces during the Vietnam War. At the Fall of Saigon, he arranges to escape with a group of officers, including "the General," whom he had been advising; the group settles in Los Angeles, where the narrator finds a job in the Department of Oriental Studies at Occidental College. He also becomes connected to the Congressman, who commissions the narrator to review a script for a new Hollywood movie about the war in Vietnam. The narrator critiques the script for being inauthentic and for not featuring any speaking parts for the Vietnamese characters, but, nevertheless, he is invited to the Philippines to manage the extras at the film shooting. The narrator fights with the director of the film, the Auteur, over the film's romanticization of the war; when an explosion on set injures the narrator, he is convinced the Auteur had planned it. After the narrator returns to the United States and recovers from his injuries, he becomes embroiled in the General's plot to send troops back to Vietnam. As events unravel, the narrator finds himself executing one colleague while saving another's life and is eventually captured and imprisoned in a reeducation camp. He writes a lengthy confession that reflects his divided loyalties: he considers himself a communist and revolutionary but has friendships with those who are supposed to be his enemies. He refuses to take sides, and, the novel suggests, he is sympathetic to all viewpoints to some degree. This confession prompts the commissar to torture the narrator and force him to admit to complicity in the rape and torture of a female communist agent and the murder of his own father. The commissar, who is referred to as the man with no face, also reveals himself to be the narrator's direct superior. To confound allegiances even more, the commissar then pays to have the narrator released from camp. The novel ends with the narrator leaving Vietnam for the last time as one of the thousands of boat people looking for their place of refuge.
One could read The Sympathizer as an attempt to confront the heterogeneous, often contradictory, politics of the Vietnam conflict. The novel's mixed-race protagonist and theme of espionage, for instance, preclude easy political and racial categorizations and help "to destroy the American perspective on the American war," to borrow Nguyen's words describing the importance of such an effort ("Winning") . Indeed, most reviews have expressed something to this effect, noting the novel's "globally minded" (Boyagoda) take on the war that " [gives] voice to the previously voiceless" (Caputo) and its call that "we pay attention" to the multidimensionality of the conflict (Lyall) . Nguyen has made it a point to disperse the praise, expressing his indebtedness to ethnic studies and Asian American literature and literary criticism for carving out a space for the kind of critique The Sympathizer offers. With a narrator who navigates various institutions-the military, the university, and the movie studio, for example-the novel fractures the dominance of what Nguyen terms the "military-industrial-cinematic complex," or the various interdependent mechanisms that produce memory of the war ("On") .
Nguyen argues in Race and Resistance that Asian Americanist critics often respond to such forms of cultural hegemony by focusing on minority literatures that lend themselves to readings of political resistance. However, The Sympathizer discourages binaristic methods of reading by focusing on the protagonist's conflicting social and political affiliations. In its eschewal of clear-cut answers and understandings of the war, the novel's lack of resolution departs from what Nguyen suggests most Vietnamese American literature does: fulfill conciliatory roles of "translation and affirmation" for American audiences ("What" 56 ). In turn, its self-reflexive, metafictional quality-it continually draws attention to the politics of writing and reading-forestalls easy conclusions about what it means to write about the Vietnam War today. Given the wide audiences that The Sympathizer has attracted, questions concerning who Vietnamese American literature is for and how it circulates in the literary marketplace will likely be topics of ongoing interest for scholars of Southeast Asian American culture. These issues evoke scholars' current deliberations over the politics of Asian American literature as a field and nomenclature more broadly. As Min Song writes, as cultural critics working in academic institutions, we must regularly revisit the question, "What purpose does calling this literature Asian American serve?" (14).
Nguyen's now prominent position as a scholar, teacher, creative writer, and public intellectual serves as an important occasion for thinking about the relationship between Asian American literature and the expectations of the literary marketplace. Key topics from the interview that we have foregrounded in our title suggest ways to think about how Nguyen's scholarship, nonfiction, and fiction might influence future creative and critical directions. For instance, the extended discussion about Nguyen's changing process of writing delves into the complementary relationship between creative and critical work. Nguyen notes that being a critic means that he can shape the reception of his fiction, and creative writing has helped him write scholarship with a personal inflection. Nguyen is currently an active voice in contemporary discussions of refugee issues, and the public attention he has given to questions of genre and form offers ways to think about the extent to which his fiction exemplifies what Cathy Schlund-Vials terms "an identifiable refugee aesthetics" (499).
The question of radicalism also arose as our conversation turned to the relationship between Nguyen's novel and scholarship-particularly his forceful argument that Asian American literature and criticism are both bound up in a capitalist economy, limiting their radical potential. Despite his awareness that literature in avant-garde forms or published by small independent presses might have more of a radical edge, Nguyen explains his decision to forego those avenues to reach wider audiences. He also elaborates on the value of effecting political change from within when he notes that " [t] here's also a certain kind of work that gets done within the institution as well." We hope that our dialogue about the critical and popular reception of The Sympathizer will open a broader discussion about possibilities for Asian American literary radicalism.
This brings us to the third topic in our title, literary value. As noted, The Sympathizer is now a part of debates concerning the value of Asian American literature in a multicultural marketplace and of the category of Asian American literature itself. Despite The Sympathizer's troubling of the Vietnam War cultural industry, it does not exist outside of institutions that broker the value of literary works. Nguyen himself asks: "Did [The Sympathizer] succeed in being oppositional and contestatory or is it actually performing a literary maneuver that is completely accommodated?" The novel's success is thus a vexed affair; having won the Pulitzer Prize, Nguyen wrestles with the fact that The Sympathizer now belongs to "the genre of the prize-winning book" and what inclusion in that subgenre may mean.
This interview offers a way to think about Nguyen's evolving career in terms of a constellation of works that span literary criticism, fiction, and nonfiction and that are critical of yet bound up in the complicated dynamics of American ethnic literature. Despite the material constraints of the contemporary literary landscape, the interview highlights the dynamism of Asian American writing-its ongoing evolution, radical possibilities, and shifting cultural values. This interview was conducted on 14 June 2016. We intend for it to be a continuation of the conversation about refugee cultural production in the 2016 special issue of MELUS that we coedited, Refugee Cultures: Forty Years after the Vietnam War.
Marguerite Nguyen: Congratulations on the Pulitzer. Obviously, it's a big deal for Asian American literature, Southeast Asian American studies, and for literature about the Vietnam War. You're the first Vietnamese American to win the fiction prize. What have been some of the biggest changes you've experienced over the past few weeks? Viet Thanh Nguyen: I think people treat me differently, both in academic circles and on the street. As a literary critic, I'm interested in the transformation of value that the Pulitzer Prizes entail. Again, looking at the ways that people see me, there's been a little change in terms of how I am valued. The dollar value of my invitations has skyrocketed. Ironically, the most negative consequence of this prize is that I have had no time to write for a few months now. That's starting to get very frustrating.
MN:
Is it mainly the interviews and the traveling?
VTN: There's all of that and then I've been writing a lot of little short things like op-eds. Institutions are looking to me to be some kind of an expert on certain things, like things related to Vietnam, for example. The New York Times is asking me to write something about the controversy surrounding Bob Kerrey's appointment as the chairman of Fulbright University in Vietnam, Vietnam's first private university. I have to try to figure out how to deal with people's expectations of me to be some kind of so-called expert or representative and how much I want to take up that role.
Catherine Fung: Have you had to speak to any unexpected things because of this unexpected role? VTN: I think the Bob Kerrey thing was sort of unexpected because that's a little far afield in that it's about educational policy and Vietnamese development and so on, but I think they brought me in because of memory issues around what Kerrey did during the war and how we approach questions of forgiveness and reconciliation. That's also connected to The Sympathizer and Nothing Ever Dies. I think those two books do, surprisingly, make me qualified to talk about these kinds of issues. My social media presence has gone way up as a consequence. A lot of people have joined me on Facebook. I think the overall majority are actually people from Vietnam, and they haven't read the book. But the Pulitzer Prize evidently has such enormous resonance that a lot of Vietnamese people seem to have taken pride in that accomplishment even without knowing what the book is about.
CF: Those of us in Asian American literary studies initially were familiar with your academic work through your first book, Race and Resistance. Can you tell us a little bit about your process of writing both your second academic book, Nothing Ever Dies, and also The Sympathizer? Did you write both of them at the same time? What was your process of working on these two books? VTN: After I finished Race and Resistance, I was working on Nothing Ever Dies from 2002 to 2011. I did a lot of the field work for that book then. I wrote a lot of articles that eventually became substance for the book, its ideas and arguments. I was writing a lot of short stories as well-fiction, but not the novel. From 2011 to 2013, I wrote the novel itself. 2014 was spent editing it and getting ready for the publication of the book. Also in 2014, I went back to Nothing Ever Dies and decided that I wasn't going to simply package all of these articles that I had written into a book but that I was going to write the book from scratch. About April 2014 to April 2015, I wrote Nothing Ever Dies, and I sold that book while I was on book tour for The Sympathizer and met with the Harvard University Press editor, and we settled on it then. Then I edited that book from summer of 2015 until December 2015. It was a really compressed publication deadline, but we did that so we could have Nothing Ever Dies released in April of 2016 in conjunction with the paperback of The Sympathizer. That was a marketing decision that worked out pretty well for us. Nothing Ever Dies is currently in its third printing right now after just a few months. It's riding on the coattails of The Sympathizer.
CF: Given this back and forth process that you had, did you find that your process of working on the academic book informed the novel and vice versa? VTN: They have definitely mutually influenced each other. Part of what happened in 2002 to 2011 was that I was struggling with how to become a fiction writer at the same time that I was struggling with how to wrap my head around this increasingly gigantic critical project. It started off as a relatively small project about how the Vietnamese and Americans have remembered the war. It expanded into what you have now. It was intensely frustrating that it was taking so long to finish any of these projects. It was also rewarding, and I can say it was rewarding because struggling with the fiction made me become a better writer in general. Becoming a better writer in general actually had a big impact on my scholarship.
I wanted to have another writing experience with Nothing Ever Dies that would also be pleasurable. I was completely moved by writing The Sympathizer, just the process of it. Writing Nothing Ever Dies, I was [also] moved. . . . I thought that was really crucial because I wanted to enjoy the writing experience, and I felt that I wanted to also move my readers. More than just intellectually, I wanted to move my readers emotionally. That was only going to be possible if I moved myself, too. That was a huge lesson that I took out of writing fiction, that I could use the transformative power of language to shift my scholarship. The intention there was that I wanted Nothing Ever Dies to reach a larger audience than just the academic one. I felt that if I wrote the right way, I could speak to a lot of people who cared about this topic who weren't just academics.
I run into so many of them on the book tour for The Sympathizer, and talking to all those people confirm [s] what I already suspected or knew, which is that there are a lot of intelligent people who are not in academia who care about these things. Why [do] we think that the theoretical issues that we deal with in academia can't somehow reach these people? I think I did accomplish that with Nothing Ever Dies, judging from the reviews that we've gotten so far, almost all of which are not by academics [but are] probably librarians, for the most part, and book reviewers.
Conversely, the period of 2002 to 2011, [when I was] working with the theoretical issues that informed Nothing Ever Dies, I think, inevitably . . . transformed the fiction because so many of the issues that I was dealing with in terms of memory and representation and history ended up in The Sympathizer in a fictional way. I couldn't have written The Sympathizer without all of the work that I'd done as an academic. I think the novel is my attempt to work out fictionally what I'd already been thinking about academically and theoretically.
MN: Can you say a little bit more about how writing fiction helped you think about academic writing differently? Were there specific things from your process of fiction writing that altered your scholarly voice? N g u y e n a n d F u n g VTN: I think that when I was writing the novel I paid a lot of attention to language. I certainly felt that the novel would need to do a lot of things structurally, . . . thematically, theoretically, and all of that. But one of the things the novel really had to do is to have an impact at the level of the sentence because I read a lot of Asian American literature, ethnic literature, American literature in general, and I just made a decision that a lot of these works that I've read failed for me at the level of great writing.
I got to a certain point where I stopped reading books after the first paragraph if I wasn't captured. I made a really deliberate effort in The Sympathizer to find the voice of the narrator who would obviously be the engine for these sentences. It was really crucial before I could move from one chapter to the next that I was sure that every sentence of the chapter I had just written was right. I paid a lot of attention to the construction of sentences, to issues of rhythm, word choice, [and] images. When it came to writing Nothing Ever Dies, I did the same. The language in Nothing Ever Dies doesn't achieve the same density as in The Sympathizer, but I was very careful in writing because I wanted the reader to move along with the flow of the sentences. There was a rhythm to the writing that was as important as the rhythm of the ideas. That meant that I was deliberately trying to use word choice, syntax, [and] images in Nothing Ever Dies to seduce the reader.
The other dimension that was important was that I wrote each of those chapters in Nothing Ever Dies from beginning to end without an outline, as essays basically. There are no section breaks or anything like that. The chapters themselves are meant to be organic, and I'd already thought through eighty to ninety percent of the ideas in Nothing Ever Dies before I got to writing the final draft. Then I spent some time thinking about what the different chapters were going to be. Once I did all that, then I thought, okay, I've thought through this enough, the whole project is in my head, so I don't need to worry about outlining these chapters. I'm just going to start with each chapter, and I'm going to let the rhythm of the sentences and the rhythm of the ideas move through me and carry me from beginning to end. Hopefully, I'll be surprised by where I end up, and that means the reader will be surprised by where we end up.
By the time I got to writing Nothing Ever Dies, it wasn't hard to do. It took place after a decade of writing academic articles. The challenge at that time was unlearning theoretical language. It took me ten years to unlearn that critical language. It was really hard to do that-really frustrating. I wasn't sure I had done that until I got around to writing the final draft of Nothing Ever Dies and I realized, finally, . . . I think I almost got rid of all that academic training. According to some readers, I haven't gotten rid of it completely. As accessible as this book is by pretty much any academic standard, there are still some people out there who think it's a little bit too academic. I just couldn't get rid of that last remaining trace of myself as an academic who needed to, for example, have an argument with Judith Butler.
MN: I did notice the shift from your earlier work to your later work, for instance between Race and Resistance and your article, "Just Memory: War and the Ethics of Remembrance" (2013) , in American Literary History that introduced the project of Nothing Ever Dies. I think you were telling more of a story than presenting an argument in this piece.
VTN: I was trying to be more creative and trying to tell a larger story throughout the entire book and experimenting with interjecting more of my autobiographyadding my own personal feelings and experiences.
CF: Can you tell us about your feelings about the political impetus of your work? In Nothing Ever Dies you talk a little bit about the literary industry and the MFA model of cultivating writers, in particular writers of "ethnic" literature. You claim: " [T] he workshop model reinforces an averageness of taste, with a master of the craft leading students as they read and comment on each other's work in a democratic appropriation of the communist self-criticism session " (207) . And because there is an "economy of narrative scarcity," as you say, in that both the larger American public and the ethnic community place a great deal of pressure on the few ethnic American writers that emerge, " [t] his force shapes ethnic literature in general and Vietnamese American literature in particular, providing them with some common generic features " (203) . Since this interview is for a journal titled MELUS: Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States, could you talk a little bit about how you were navigating these forces when you were writing and publishing your novel? Did you ever feel conflicted between what you wanted to say and what you thought might be expected of you or what the publishers would be looking for? VTN: I think the first challenge was trying to figure out how to write a novel for myself that didn't do what I felt would be the standard stuff in both what we call ethnic American literature but also American literature in general, which is to say white American literature, right? I read enough to think that I could see what I thought were those common generic features: the commonly accepted literary moves, the commonly accepted political moves on the part of ethnic literature and the apolitical dimensions of generic American literature. That was a big deal for me because, as a critic, I felt that I had seen these patterns, and then, as a writer, I wanted to set myself to the challenge of not doing these patterns, of working consciously against them.
It's hard to say if, because I did those things, . . . I faced a different challenge once it came to trying to get the book published. For example, my agent sent the book out to fourteen publishers, and we got rejected from thirteen, and some of them sent comments to my agent saying, "We liked or didn't like this or that part of the book." No one said that this book isn't interesting because it disrupts conventions of whatever kind. [The comments were] mostly, "We just couldn't get N g u y e n a n d F u n g into it." The positive side of it is that we sold it in the first round. There are a lot of people who don't sell their book in the first round, right?
These people were the publishers that my agent, who's a very experienced person, thought were the best in New York City, who would also be interested in this book. It's hard to say whether the book just wasn't good enough or . . . something else. After we sold the book, it was 170,000 words. My editor and I cut it to 145,000. Most of that involved cutting a couple of scenes and pulling back the language. Maybe it was not that great of a book before we did the editing process, or maybe it was because the book was hitting all these political points that were difficult for these editors to deal with. I don't know for sure.
I can give you a concrete example. I only spoke to one editor and had an hourlong conversation with this editor who thought about bidding on this book. He was a very big, powerful editor. His writers had won a couple of Pulitzers, and I knew he worked for a big house. I knew that he probably had it in his capacity to get a six-figure advance. He quit the business not long ago, and I think the last act he did was to give a first-time author a seven-figure advance. A million-dollar advance. My book got a five-figure advance. He said: "You should do two things with your book." Those two things were the things I did not want to do with my book. I basically said so. He had edited a book that could be considered somewhat similar to my own, and it was a very successful book. The changes that he recommended would have made my book look similar to that other book. That was a book that I enjoyed reading but completely disagreed with politically for the reasons we discussed. O n W r i t i n g , R a d i c a l i s m , a n d L i t e r a r y V a l u e VTN: I think so. I feel like the novel does things that Vietnamese American literature has refrained from doing, most notably in terms of confronting the Vietnam War. Some other books have done that but not like this, I can honestly say. I think that the book is also trying to push American literature and ethnic American literature in more progressive, possibly even radical directions. It's not the only book to do that, obviously. Certainly, I was thinking of other writers who were meaningful to me, like Toni Morrison and Junot Diaz. I think there are politically conscious writers of color, minority writers who have similar kinds of projects in their minds about contesting dominant literature and its standards and its connection to society. That's the kind of writer I wanted to be in conversation with.
I think for me the big question that I have for you as critics is, "What does it mean for a book like this or Diaz's or Morrison's to get the Pulitzer Prize?" I think all of us have very explicit political projects that we've talked about, that are oppositional and contestatory on the surface, at the level of our own intentions. But then you get the Pulitzer Prize, which is the biggest thing you can get in American literature. Does that mean that, just for The Sympathizer, . . . it succeed[ed] in being oppositional and contestatory, or is it actually performing a literary maneuver that is completely accommodated? That's a question that I think about nowadays. I didn't have the luxury of worrying about that a year ago. What does it mean to get this prize? What do you think?
CF: I think what we're asking here is what constitutes radical literature. That's a question that you pose in Nothing Ever Dies, and part of what our conversation has been about so far is . . . applying an explicitly Marxist critique. Is it precisely because of the commodification of this literature that it's no longer radical? Can we go around that? Is it hard to escape that if we're operating under the specifically capitalist economy? Is the commodification always going to undermine the radical potential? I don't know.
VTN: Marguerite?
MN: I don't know. It's a question we're all trying to answer. I think it relates to one thing you mentioned in one of your interviews about how a lot of Vietnamese American literature is not angry or angry enough, which speaks to public and institutional expectations about the extent to which Vietnamese American literature can critique forms of US power. Given that one of your inspirations is Toni Morrison, I think her take on this question is interesting. In a profile in the New York Times Magazine, she notes that it's not just what circulates, gets published, and wins prizes but also has so much to do with the editors, the publishers, the decisions they make-this nexus of things. Who's writing, who's editing can change the landscape of the literature, and all this has to be part of the picture, too.
N g u y e n a n d F u n g CF: Regardless of what an author has actually written, there's also the way that it's packaged and framed by the critics themselves. We notice that for The Sympathizer, some of the most recent jacket covers package it as a detective novel or a thriller, whereas the earlier version quotes Maxine Hong Kingston.
MN: I have both editions, and I noticed that the covers and the marketing seem quite different.
VTN:
Remind me to return to that question in just a moment. To go back to the Pulitzer issue. I think the way I rationalize it to myself is that-and this is related to the question of whether I considered small presses or not-I think that there's multiple ways by which we could be, as writers and critics, critical of American literature and American society, and some of that work is done from the margins or completely outside, and that's really crucial. I think back to the work of Theresa Cha, which does this kind of avant-garde work. But I looked at myself and I thought, I'm not that kind of guy. I'm not that kind of an author. I don't write these kinds of books, and I'm not that kind of personality. I'm already completely institutionalized as a professor anyway. I thought that there's also a certain kind of work that gets done within the institution as well, and whether or not this is a better work or not I have no idea. We just have to wait until I'm dead before we know that answer.
The work that's done within the institution-by this I mean not just the university but the entire literary industry, which are the boundaries within which someone like Diaz or Morrison [is] working-is a part of capitalism, obviously. And if you follow Marxist theory, then change doesn't just come from revolutions and guerilla warfare in the margins but also from within capitalism itself. That's where The Sympathizer fits, . . . within what some critics have called the genre of the prize-winning book. This is a book that does get the prizes but also is performing a certain kind of aesthetic that can be either subversive or depicted as subversive. That's the kind of odd place that minority writers find themselves in. They have an entrée, or we have an entrée, either through completely conforming to market expectations, let's say a figure like Amy Tan That is what the prize-winning literature of minorities is supposed to do in this industry, I think. We are supposed to both simultaneously subvert society but also represent society at its best because people like Morrison, Diaz, and now, I guess, myself have voices. Our existence and that of our books affirm an America that can acknowledge its sins. The prize-winning literature of minorities highlights the multicultural possibilities of America and the possibilities of American literature in terms of serving as a voice for the different people in the United States. I get into that a little bit in the chapter in Nothing Ever Dies on Vietnamese American O n W r i t i n g , R a d i c a l i s m , a n d L i t e r a r y V a l u e literature. That's where I think my function as a critic is important: that I'm not simply the author who's talked about by other people, but I can be the critic who tries to influence and shape the reception of the novel and its place in some way.
[As to] the genre question, the book was always supposed to be a genre book. It was written as a spy novel and as a literary novel. I don't see the contradiction between these things and neither does my publisher, who deals in both these kinds of things. I think it was just a matter of trying to figure out how to prioritize what aspect of the book. When we started it all off, it was primarily supposed to be a literary novel with genre overtones. That's why they put Maxine Hong Kingston's name on the cover. By the time the paperback came out, it [had] already garnered a lot of attention as a genre book. We had the Edgar nomination already at that point but not the award itself. I think they were just working off of that. They realized there would be another market for the book besides the literary audience or people interested in the Vietnam War and so on. They pumped that up. If you look at the UK mass-market paperback edition, it's actually really a completely different cover, a lovely cover, that totally emphasizes the political and genre aspects of the book.
CF: Perhaps accommodating a certain readership has subversive potential. I imagine that your capacity to be political also then changes after the next book, since you've now achieved a certain amount of acclaim and recognition.
The next book that's coming is a short-story collection in February [2017] , which actually was written before the novel. This is the stuff that I was writing from 1997 to 2011, and a little bit in 2014, 2015. This book won't look like an advance from the novel. It won't look like it's a leap forward formally or anything like that, because most of it was written before The Sympathizer. . . . I don't know if it's going to be an advance formally, but it's supposed to be dealing with something different. Part of the challenge that I face as a Vietnamese American writer who has written about the Vietnam War is the question: is he only going to write about the Vietnam War? Can he do something else? At the same time, I feel that my understanding of the Vietnam War is a lot different than most. It's not the American war. For me, the Vietnam War is part of a global conflict that's been going on for a very long time. It's still going on. I don't have to let that part go.
The sequel to The Sympathizer is set mostly in France, in Paris in the 1980s, and deals with the French colonial aspect of Vietnamese history. Also, I see it as still a Vietnam War novel, if we understand the Vietnam War as something much broader than how Americans conventionally understand it. With that novel, I [not only] want to demonstrate that I can do more than write about the Vietnam War but also . . . [that] the Vietnam War is actually more expansive than how Americans would like to think of it.
N g u y e n a n d F u n g MN: The Sympathizer does seem to want to convey the international scope and scale of the war, and it sounds like the next novel will do that even more. I'm wondering if you could elaborate on your decision to place a mixed-race figure at the center of your story. He's a very mysterious character. Why a mixed-race protagonist? And linking back to our earlier discussion about your desire to move the audience emotionally, do you see the mixed-race subject as somehow better able to do this? Did he allow you to do something critical with sympathy, and why should sympathy be so important in terms of how we understand the war? VTN: I think that I reached the decision to use a mixed-race narrator pretty early on in the novel's conception. I definitely had it in my mind before I started writing it. One reason was simply because we don't have that many mixed-race narrators in Asian American or Vietnamese American literature, and yet it's a really important reality. Number two was just the obvious symbolic dimensions of having somebody who was mixed race, French and Vietnamese, which would allow me to put into play all of these tired old notions of cultural division through this character. Part of what I had to do in conceiving of the plot and the character, and everything else, was to conceive them in such a way that they would allow me to talk about all the issues that I was interested in organically. One of the dangers in writing this novel was that it could become a didactic novel where the professor-author was coming in and just dropping in stuff.
Having my narrator be biracial meant that he probably would be concerned about these issues of being divided and so on, and he did talk about them, and . . . he kind of had a reason to be sympathetic for all the reasons that eventually became realized in the novel. I started thinking about sympathy for an essay I had written in 2006 or so about the role of empathy in literature and the Vietnam War. "The Empathizer" would not have made a great title. Knowing full well what the theoretical limitations of sympathy were, I think that it was actually still the right title because I think that what the novel is really concerned with is sympathy and not empathy. The narrator thinks of himself as both a sympathizer and someone who's sympathetic. In the end, both of these projects are failures, in the way that theorists talk about sympathy as a politically limited emotion. That's why I felt by the end of the book that I really needed a sequel.
The novel ends where it should end. It ends at a moment of his destruction and disillusion. That's typically the ending point for Western novels that deal with communism and focus on a communist who becomes disillusioned. I felt that was not the end of the story. I thought that was also not the end of the theoretical concerns that I had. I'm interested in what happens to him next. Not necessarily to him as a character but because of what the implications are for our own work as people who are concerned with questions of empathy, concerned with questions of ideology and politics. After you reach the disillusionment with a project, what are you supposed to do next? That's what I'm supposed to try and figure out. All of that is also wrapped up with his own personal blind spots around gender and sexuality and masculinity and heterosexuality that he's just starting to get an understanding of by the end of the book, [and] that I was just starting to get an understanding of by the end of the book as I wrote it. There's also work for me to do about myself that I wanted to pick up in the sequel.
CF: I wonder if we can connect sympathy with anger. What relationship do you see between these two emotions?
VTN: It's kind of funny that I'm both a sympathetic person and an angry person, apparently. The New York Times is going to run a profile on me soon. I don't know exactly what the journalist is going to say, but from the quotes that he's given me that he's going to use and the description of the article that he sent, I will be shown as angry. That seems to be sort of destabilizing for him that I can be as angry as I am so many years after the end of the Vietnam War.
On my Facebook page, with all these Vietnamese people debating about stuff like the Bob Kerrey issue, some people said, "Hey isn't it funny that a sympathizer's no longer sympathetic towards Bob Kerrey?" That's the same bind my narrator finds himself in: that he's sympathetic, but he's also angry. At a certain point, your sympathy with oppressed people leads to anger. Then, if you're angry, you can still be sympathetic with the people who are the oppressors. It's a catch-22. You go back in circles. That's the whole point of the novel by the end. That's the moment that he realizes explicitly that to be a revolutionary, you have to commit to your anger. You have to commit to something. That throws into crisis the entire project of sympathy to begin with, which made you into a person who wanted to side with the oppressed.
I don't know, I don't have the answer to that question. I continue to wrestle with it myself because, like the narrator, I'm a pretty sympathetic person, but, like the narrator, I also am an angry person. Usually, I think the way that I manage that is I can be sympathetic to the people that I'm angry with. I'll blame that on being Vietnamese-the way to negotiate problems is not to deal with it face to face, it's to maintain a good, harmonious relationship and then try to figure out a way to express your anger somewhere else.
MN: Witty word games.
VTN: Exactly. That's a role that literature plays for me. It allows me to express my anger elsewhere than in the department meeting or university functions or things like that.
MN: Related to the broader question of literature, you've done playwriting, short stories, novels, and academic writing. Has your experience writing in multiple genres-and The Sympathizer itself mixes genres-facilitated your literary exploration of these different feelings? VTN: We, the publisher and I, call [The Sympathizer] a spy novel because it's an easy way to market the book, but that's not the only genre that the book deals in. It's the most explicit genre because when I decided I was going to write this novel I wanted to write an entertaining novel, and the spy novel is much more entertaining to me than an immigrant novel. In writing the book, I think I was trying to say so many different things, and I threw a lot of genres into the project and mixed them all together. Perhaps that reflects the Marxist mindset. What I was trying to do was not one singular thing but to engage in a critique that would indicate how different things are somehow connected, and the way to do that was through mixing lots of different ideas and lots of different genres together. I didn't do that with a particular plan. All I knew was that I had a lot of things to get off my chest, and as I was writing the novel, I think I brought in everything I had learned as a literary critic and as a reader.
That was in the back of my mind. I had in my room somewhere my folder from Berkeley. . . . I had to study nineteenth-century and twentieth-century American literature for my qualifying exams. So I had a four-inch binder with all of my notes from that time period. I didn't actually reread the notes from all that literature, but I kept it there because I wanted my novel to respond to this literary history, which included a lot of different genres, a lot of different kinds of movements. For me, one of the ways to get around the question of averageness in American literature was to get around the idea that you have to work within one genre. A lot of literature is boring to read for me because it only does one thing-an immigrant story, for example. Just telling an immigrant story isn't going to solve or address the problem of why the immigrant feels the way that he or she does. You need to put in a lot of other stuff. That's what I was attempting to do in the novel.
MN:
Is there anything about your novel that you thought people would be discussing but haven't? VTN: I think there hasn't been really as much discussion of the metafictional element of the novel. I just spoke to one hundred MFA students at UC Riverside, and I was interviewed by David Ulin, who used to be the LA Times book critic. The first thing that he started off with was actually a piece in the novel where I talk about the way to really get at an author is to use the author's own words against him. I said: "David, you're the first person who's quoted this back to me even though it's so obvious." I think that people have not really been up with that dimension of the novel, with how much the novel's concerned with the act of writing and the act of critiquing, both of which are key to the mode of the confessional and self-criticism and so on, which are so fundamental to the book. When I finished the book, I knew very clearly in my own mind that these were also supposed to be commentaries on the writing process itself.
CF: Thinking about that metafictional move, do you feel that this new phase of your career has changed how you see yourself doing your work or how you think about what critical work and academic work can do? VTN: It's given me the sense that I have a new, larger audience, so that when I go to these lectures they constitute some kind of critical pedagogy. Most of the people who come to my readings are not academics, not Asian Americanists, not Vietnamese, and so it's strange for me to say the same things over and over and over again to audiences on an endless loop. Also, to see that these comments are making an impact on these audiences who hadn't thought about these issues in this way before. That's important, I think. That gives me the sense that everything that I've been preparing to do as a teacher now has a larger implication beyond the classroom-the sense that what we do as scholars does have potential to impact people who are not in academia. We just have to find the language in which to do it. Writing fiction has given me that language and now has given me that audience to try and take the things we deal with in our corners of academia and project them outwards.
Then I think as a critic, I'm not done with my critical work. I do have a project that I want to write. For me the challenge now is to think, well, do I want to do it in the same way as Nothing Ever Dies? Nothing Ever Dies is not the same as Race and Resistance. I want to try and move critical work in another direction and see how nonacademic I can get yet still be someone whose work can be read by academics because I still have faith in that academic audience, and I'm still learning a lot from that audience, as well. I also have faith in this idea that the critic and scholar can somehow perform the thinking and writing that can speak to different audiences, very different kinds of audiences, simultaneously. I have to figure out what that different level could be for me.
Right now, I'm feeling pretty good because I've written the first fifty pages of the sequel to The Sympathizer, and a twenty-five-page outline of the novel, so I think I know where I'm going with that book. I just have to execute that plan, and as far as the critical project goes, I have a lot of ideas for that, and I'm giving myself five to ten years to figure out how to write that book.
CF: Do you feel that the academic audience has also responded in particularly interesting ways? VTN: I was wondering, how are the academics going to respond to this, especially the people I know? Is there going to be an embarrassed silence? Surprisingly, academics have responded really well to this book. I'm sure there are people who don't like it. They haven't told me, so I don't know. Maybe someone's sharpening their knife, ready to stick it to me. So far, the people who have talked to me have been overwhelmingly generous and positive about the book. I think it's because, at least when it comes to ethnic studies, American studies, and literary studies people, they can see beneath the surface of the book. I think that they see resonances in the work that speak to the concerns that they have, and logically so, because we come from the same fields. That's gratifying. I'm gratified that the literary critics think that this novel is more than a spy novel. I'm gratified that the psychoanalysts see that there's psychoanalytic work going on, that the Marxists see the Marxist dimensions, and so on. It's also interesting to hear from people in fields that I never thought would be speaking to me, like international relations and the law and so on, saying, "Hey, we find this work useful, etc." All that is just really rewarding and surprising for me.
CF: I think often as academics we're resigned to feeling like our work does not reach enough people or doesn't have a big enough impact. That's really great to hear.
Yes, that is great to hear. It's about time to wrap up, unfortunately. It has been a pleasure chatting. I wish we could talk more.
VTN: Yeah, absolutely, it was great. I haven't done that many interviews with academics yet, so this is really good. I've done a lot of interviews with book critics and journalists and so on, and the quality of the questions is different, and I'm appreciative of that. " TriQuarterly, vol. 135/136, 2009, pp. 79-93. 
